Dow Jones Private Equity Analyst
Limited Partners Summit 2008
June 24-25, 2008 | Grand Hyatt | New York City

“Year in and year out, the quality of the attendees makes this event a
must for PE updates and knowledge.”
- Managing Partner | Vintage Fund Management
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Register early for best rates!
http://lpsummit.dowjones.com/register | 866-291-1800

What Makes Sense Going Forward Now?
That’s the question on the minds of many institutional investors as they determine whether to
amend or shelve last year’s playbook.
Join leading LPs as they reconsider established market wisdoms and brainstorm on the best
portfolio allocations in these uncertain times.
For nearly a decade, Dow Jones Limited Partners Summit has served as the industry’s hub for
fresh ideas on identifying profit opportunities.
Reserve your seat to participate in a critical exploration of the most pressing issues LPs
face today, including:
How to generate mega-firm like returns in the smaller and middle market
The changing role of fund-of-funds in 2008 and beyond
The view on emerging managers and what traits help ensure success
The venture industry’s potential for achieving the returns that limited partners expect
Strategies for dipping into private equity in Asia (without getting in too deep)
Methods for maximizing investments and minimizing risks

Bonus Invitation for LPs!
Come a Day Early for
Additional Networking…
In conjunction with Private Equity Analyst's LP Summit, the DFJ Global Network invites
interested LPs to spend the afternoon of June 23, 2008 with DFJ Network General Partners
from around the globe. This LP only event will focus on global and sector-specific investing
insights, covering what is happening today and what is next. Panelists will address digital
media, Web 2.0, enterprise software, clean tech and med tech in the US, Europe, India,
China, Russia, Brazil, Israel, Vietnam and Korea. Leading LPs, GPs, and entrepreneurs will
share their views on prospects for venture capital, discuss case studies of Networksyndicated deals, and comment on the advantages of participating in the DFJ Network.
Registration is complimentary for LPs.
Register today at http://www.dfj.com/GNPSummit/LP/

